
AP Drawing Summer Assignments 2019 
Poolesville High School   

  
 
Date Due: Tuesday, September 3rd  
Resources: sketchbook, camera (on your cell phone is 
acceptable) and art supplies as needed (pencils, watercolors, 
chalk, pens/markers, color pencils). See me in room 48 before 
the end of the school year if you need to borrow supplies for the 
summer. Questions? Nora_schaefer@mcpsmd.org  

How the assignments will be assessed: Each section will be 
assessed using the AP Drawing rubrics.  
 

Purpose of the Assignments: Welcome to AP Drawing! The summer work acts as a review 

of foundational material/concepts/skills. The work will prepare you for the rigorous creative 
work to be completed within the school year. 
 
Helpful hints: 
 

1. Draw directly from life instead of using reference photos, whenever possible. If you 
must use a photo, take your own or use a photo from the public domain. Attach the 
photo to the back of the work. 

2. Use a variety of media, even combining them for mixed media. 
3. Visit the AP Central website often to see sample portfolios and to become familiar with 

requirements: http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/studiodrawing 
4. Look at compelling art! Visit local art centers, galleries, art museums, and art festivals. 

Take your sketchbook with you, and render the work as well as your response to it. It is 
a good thing to jot down your thinking process in your sketchbook as well as draw in it. 

5. Read about art! I recommend reading Steal Like an Artist by Austin Kleon or Think Like 
an Artist by Will Gompertz. Read art magazines, such as The Artist’s Magazine and 
International Artist. You will find these in local libraries. Check out books about famous 
artists in the library while you are there. Study the images in them. 

6. Search the Internet for artists dealing with the same subject as you. Study their work, 
life history, and influences. 

 

 
See next page for the assignments…… 
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THE ASSIGNMENTS:  

1. VISUAL JOURNAL 3x - 2 page spreads  
 
A visual journal is much like a diary but includes both words, sketches and mixed media. You will 
complete 4, 2 page spreads. Each spread must include the following: 
 

a. An observational drawing/painting. 
Draw an object by actually looking at it, 
not a picture of it. 

b. Collage. You may collage photos, 
images or colors from magazines or 
newspapers, maps, tickets, other 
doodles, etc. 

c. Text. Your text may be a title, thoughts, 
bullet points, paragraphs, lyrics, etc. 

 
*See the attached list of possible prompts* 
 
2. ARTIST RESEARCH 
 
Create a 2 page spread in your sketchbook with research on 2 or more artists. Select at least one artist 
whose work dates before 1900 and one contemporary artist (2nd half of the 20th century- 21st century). 
Select the artists based on content or style that is interesting 
or inspiring to you! 
 
The Sketchbook Pages May Include:  

 A picture of the artist 

 Materials used 

 Process(ways in which the artist 
manipulates/ applies materials) 

 Formal elements in the work 

 Context: circumstances surrounding the 
work (where, how, for what purpose) 

 Content: Big Ideas, themes, subject matter 

 
3. BRAINSTORM 
 
In your sketchbook, begin writing/ sketching/ mind mapping to help you begin to establish an 
idea (question) for your sustained investigation. Your portfolio next year will a process-based 
investigation of a topic/ guiding questions of your choice. Consider sources of inspiration: 
personal interests, passions, experiences, significant places, music that moves you (options are 
limitless!). Feel free to doodle or collage with this spread as well but it is not mandatory. 
 



SKETCHBOOK PROMPT IDEAS 

Observation Type Pieces: 
 Buildings- pick an unusual angle- looking up a staircase, through a window, up at a skylight, 

down through a window at a courtyard 

 A building or site specific to your neighborhood or city 

 A detailed, up close drawing of a mechanical tool or object. Work on shading, highlights. 

Crop it in interesting way. Bicycles, lawnmowers, tool boxes, saws, motors, are great. 

 Draw some shoes from an interesting angle or perspective. Pose them. Include hands for 

interest maybe!  

 Create a still life that describes you. Focus on using repetition to show rhythm. 

 http://www.studentartguide.com/articles/still-life-drawing-ideas just work from this list. 

It’s awesome. 

 Create an interesting composition that uses a doorway as your subject. What does the door 

handle and door look like? What is an interesting angle? Consider the interior and exterior 

space. DON’T BE BORING! Find an interesting door or imagine one. 

 Create an artwork that focuses on an accessory that someone is wearing or carrying. Think 

about color scheme conveying mood. Think about an interesting angle. 

 Create a self-portrait, portrait, still-life, or landscape using a very specific color scheme. 

 Draw reflective objects in a still life. Think about what would be reflected. 

 Create a drawing of your worldly treasures coming to life…or in a regular still life. 

 Create a drawing of your hands in interesting poses. Think about composition and media. 

 Set up a fairly simple still life- eggs, blankets, crumpled paper, tin cans, glass jars are all 

great. Use a dramatic light source- a window or desk lamp. Fill the PAGE!! Try a 

monochromatic still life. 

 Do a landscape drawing on location. 

 Draw an object submerged in water. This could be fantasy too but think about it 

realistically. Consider the distortion.  

 A figure drawing of a person in motion- dancing, running, walking, jumping, etc 

 Draw the inside of something. 

 Draw on location- a café (Starbucks), restaurant, mall, bookstore 

Imagination and Fantasy 
 Select a song that has interesting lyrics. Look through magazines for LOTS of images and 

create a collage. You could even paint or draw on that collage to add more interest. 

 A memory from your childhood. 

 Illustrate a song. Don’t use words or lyrics in the piece. 

 Focus on a social issue. Without words, and don’t work from others photographs, show us 

something about that issue that would make us change our minds or get involved. 
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